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'Candy is dandy, but sex won't rot your teeth'
By JIM DAW

York’s public image is being 
damaged by the crummy graffiti in 
our washrooms.
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uai deviates, frustrated studs, liberalizing sexual mores it is not ^ humour about things like the rabbi’s Creative minds from across the
racists, sexists and pea-brained evident in our washrooms °ne was like the old joke about new business — making attache country would beat a path to the
BsshoJes, Men still get a kick out of ad- mental health: “Stupid gays. I’ll kill cases from foreskins - and an- Ross Building.

I he outhouse bards, earthy vertising the size of their Padoobies you all.” There is also name calling, nouncements that Moby Dick is not a
philosophers, political com- and their dexterity at playing with more suggestions of death by torture social disease.
mentators and original humourists them. A few jokers were inspired to and <Tven heavy analysis - ” Gays Political commentary is minimal. “When shit house poets have all died 
re few and far between. list different ways to paddle their are obviously a sick manifestation of The York guerrillas tried to mount a I’ll build a monument high and wide
Mnce the first of the year my pickles progressing from the use of a sick society.” To which someone spontaneous tunnel liberation A monument to their mirth and wit

favourite comfort station has been liver to a tin tear drop replied : “How come this is one of the movement but made the fatal A monument of solid shit
the scene of constant warfare bet- The shock value of words mommv [ew societies that doesn’t sanction
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